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CONTRIBUTORS
WILMER COOPER’s article is really a deeply felt concern by a commit-
ted and widely respected public Friend. Aspects of that leadership
among Friends and within the larger Christian community are noted
within the text of the article. This journal owes much to his initial
vision and subsequent leadership. Friends who have appreciated his A
Living Faith: An Historical Study of Quaker Beliefs (FUM Press,
1990) look forward to his next book.
DAVID JOHNS is campus minister at Wilmington College and teaches
in the Religion and Philosophy Department there. David is a gradu-
ate of Malone College, Earlham School of Religion, and Kent State
University. He is currently writing a dissertation on mysticism and
ethics for the Ph.D. in systematic theology at Duquesne University.
CAROLE SPENCER serves as an instructor of ministry, Western
Evangelical Seminary, George Fox University. She teaches in the area
of church history, women’s studies, and spiritual formation, and is
active in various professional associations. Currently Carole serves as
clerk of the elders, Reedwood Friends Church, Portland, Oregon.
A NOTE OF APPRECIATION FOR FURTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
As you are by now aware, we sent out invitations for QRT subscribers and
supporters to help with the costs of the journal, as well as invitations for meet-
ings and libraries to consider subscriptions. We are pleased to report that
$1,242 has come in as contributions, and we have over a dozen new sub-
scriptions. We still have a long way to go, however, in our goal of growing our
subscription by 150 over the next year and getting the journal on a more
solid fiscal base. If any would like to consider the life-time subscription rate
of $300-500 per year, we invite you to do so—you decide on the appropriate
amount. It would obviously simplify your life (in fitting Quaker form)
regarding subscription renewals, and it would indeed bolster the cash-flow
needs of the journal. So, thank you for your contributions and for personal-
ly encouraging church, meeting, and institutional library subscriptions, as
well as individual ones. Like all worthy ventures, this is a corporate one, and
the contribution of everyone is greatly appreciated.
—Paul Anderson
Interim Business Manager
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